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Wales v republic of ireland match report

Wales winger David Brooks sealed a 1-0 League of Nations victory that left Ireland manager Stephen Kenny still waiting for his first win after seven games in charge. Bournemouth's Brooks struck in the second half at the rain-lashed Cardiff City Stadium as Wales won for the fourth time in their five group matches. Ireland had Newcastle midfielder Jeff
Hendrick sent off in stoppage-time for a foul on Tyler Roberts.After a seventh consecutive clean sheet in all competitions, Wales - unbeaten in their last 10 games - need a point on Wednesday against Finland to win their group and get promotion to League A.With boss Ryan Giggs missing again after his arrest on suspicion of assault , it was Robert Page
who led Wales to victory. Struggling Ireland need a point from their last match against Bulgaria to avoid relegation to League C. This would have been a new low for Kenny in a miserable reign since he managed Mick McCarthy.Easily beaten 3-0 by England in a friendly on Thursday, Ireland offered more resistance this time around but were toothless in
attack. Ireland went into the game without a goal in eight hours but put together a spell of pressure that saw Robbie Brady fire just after Neco Williams could only half clear a Daryl Horgan cross. Brooks should have done better than shoot the crossbar at Darren Randolph after the Welsh winger was gifted possession inside Ireland's penalty area. Back after
being rested for the friendly draw against the United States on Thursday, Wales captain Gareth Bale almost intercepted Randolph with a ferocious free-kick from 35 yards that forced a good save from ireland's goalkeeper. Brady picked out James McClean for a hit from a tight angle that Danny Ward saved with his feet. Wales striker Kiefer Moore was
booked for a failed penalty try but the hosts took the lead in the 66th minute. When Shane Duffy could only half clear a cross from Daniel James, Bale nodded back into the area and Brooks headed home from close range. It was only Wales' second goal in five matches in all competitions. James Collins drilled in a 76th-minute shot straight at Ward before
James sent Brooks up on goal, only for Randolph to win the duel. Gareth Bale and Aaron Ramsey were on the scoreboard as Wales thrashed the Republic of Ireland 4-1 in Ryan Giggs' first competitive match in charge. Tom Lawrence and Connor Roberts were also in goal in Thursday's B-group 4 league match, with Wales completely controlling their
opening match in the League of Nations. Martin O'Neill's men were terrible at cardiff city stadium and could have lost by more, Wales easing off after the break having established a 3-0 lead before the interval. However, the hosts scored consolation thanks to substitute Shaun Williams, who curled ramsey's error on a chip by Welsh goalkeeper Wayne
Hennessey. The hosts were without a win in eight meetings with Ireland but they led within six minutes. Ethan Ampadu's cross-field pass created space on the Wales right, which Joe Utilized by sliding Lawrence up on target, the Derby County man smashing in a near-post finish. Another diagonally created Wales' superb second 12 minutes later, Ben Davies
sweeping the ball out to Bale, who cut inside and curled a brilliant strike into the top left corner. OBJECTIVES | 30'S half an hour of game played, it's as good as goals from @TomLawrence99 and @GarethBale11 have provided a 2-0 lead #NationsLeague in our opening match against the Republic of Ireland. #WALIRL pic.twitter.com/TRdJYDcySN Wales
(@Cymru) on September 6, 2018 Defender Callum Robinson squandered a good chance for Ireland, but Wales again extended their lead in the 37th minute, Ampadu robbed Jonathan Walters and moved Ramsey forward when his low lead again left Darren Randolph. Robinson led Seamus Coleman's centre over the crossbar as Ireland tried a second-half
response but Wales were rampant and added their fourth in the 55th minute. Lawrence teed up Bale on the left and Wales' star man fizzed the ball across the box, Roberts controlling with his right before whipping home an unstoppable 20-yard volley with his left. Although Williams made the most of Ramsey's slip comeback he was never on the cards, leaving
Giggs to mull over a superb team performance led by Bale and rising star Ampadu. What it means: The perfect start to the Giggs era As a new competition, the League of Nations has been met with plenty of confusion, but Wales have taken a commanding position in their section. Ireland, meanwhile, will need positive results in October's double header if they
are to have a chance of topping the Group 4. Pat on the back: Chelsea teenager Ampadu shows around the extent Ampadu made only his third international appearance, but the Chelsea teenager looked at home in a roving midfield role despite typically lining up in defence. The 17-year-old has been involved in two goals and looks to have a good future for
Giggs' side, regardless of the position he plays. Today's attendanceDiolch #WALIRL #TogetherStronger pic.twitter.com/KsARHwJjV6Page 2 Updated • 7.06pm • Sunday 15 November 2020 More stories about David Brooks broke the deadlock for Wales with Wales's powerful header from a 1-0 home win over the Republic of Ireland to stay at the top of their
League of Nations group. The visitors edged a cagey first half, with chances rare as these familiar foes looked set to replicate last month's insipid goalless draw in Dublin.Wales finally lost their lives midway through the second half, David Brooks nodding in from close range after Gareth Bale looped a header across goal. Brooks was denied a second goal by
a superb save by Darren Randolph before Bale and Kieffer Moore missed another chance for the hosts, who extended their unbeaten run in competitive matches to 10th Republic midfielder Jeff Hendrick was sent off in added time to cut Tyler Roberts as he appeared to have a clear run on target. Best of action and reaction from Cardiff Fourth of the five
League of Nations matches keeps Wales one point from second-place Finland, who won in Bulgaria in Group B4 in the second match on Sunday. Wales and Finland meet at Cardiff City Stadium on Wednesday. A draw would be enough for Wales to win the group and secure progression to the top tier of the League.As nations for the Republic of Ireland,
remaining in third place and a point ahead of bottom-placed Bulgaria, who host Dublin on Wednesday in a match that will decide who is re-ranked third. Jeff Hendrick's late tackle on Tyler Roberts saw the Republic of Ireland midfielder sent offThere was a distinct sense of déjà vu about this match, the sixth meeting between the sides since 2017.To there was
no rivalry to set neutrals' pulses racing; apart from Wales's 4-1 thrashing of the Republic in 2018, the next four matches have yielded just two goals. It was no wonder because it was two teams who fought in attack regardless of the opposition. Wales have scored one goal in their last four games in all competitions, while Republic have mustered just one
strike in Stephen Kenny's first six games in charge. At least Wales were still eking out results, with three 1-0 wins and a goalless draw - against the Republic, of course - taking them to the top of Group B4. But the Republic have been without a win of any kind since a friendly win over New Zealand a year ago. Despite the differences in form it was the visitors
who started strongest in Cardiff, with Robbie Brady inches away from scoring a fine opening goal as his powerful shot whistled just over the bar. Wales then had their first meaningful effort as a vicious dipping free-kick from Bale brushed the top of the bar, before the Republic threatened again as James McClean's low shot was saved by Danny Ward.The first
half trundled to its goalless conclusion with a bit of excitement, with the exception of Welsh midfielder Joe Morrell's kick on Jayson Molumby, for which he was perhaps fortunate only to receive a yellow card. Wales were too cautious on the first hour, their deep midfielders disconnected from their front three and wing-backs not pushing far enough forward
against limited opposition. However, assistant coach Robert Page - in temporary charge with Ryan Giggs missing - took the initiative by replacing left wing-back Rhys Norrington-Davies with striker Moore.His introduction gave Wales more direction in attack and as they picked up the momentum, they conjured up the opening goal, Bale's intelligently weighted
header finding Brooks, who propelled him into the net. The home side looked like they could kick on from that moment on - with Brooks and Moore denying Randolph either side of Bale's shot wide - but it mattered little. The side's side were unconvincing for much of this match but relatively comfortable winners in the end. Now they can look forward to the
chance to win progress to the highest level of the League of Nations, returning to Cardiff City Stadium on Wednesday needing only a draw against Finland.Wales manager Robert Page said Wales always had a plan B in the win over The Republic - Robert Page I think we gave the ball away cheaply in the first half. It was very frustrating and I told the players
at half-time. To be honest, we have caused more problems than Ireland. We invited pressure into our box and we put cheap free kicks away. That disappointed us a little bit. We decided to change shape late and it worked for us. We'll take a clean sheet, three points and look forward to Wednesday's big game. We've always had a Plan B if it doesn't quite go
your way, and it was again today. Ireland manager Stephen Kenny said: I have no doubt I will be a success, absolutely no doubt. We have a clear idea of what we want. Between this camp and the previous camp we were in a fairly unprecedented situation in modern times as well. I'm sure it's completely unprecedented. Yet today the players came out
against a good Wales team and overall did a good performance. We didn't create many chances, but it won't be against a good Wales team. We probably had better chances until the last five minutes when they had two at the break. We need to dust our our way and prepare for Bulgaria. Line-upsMatch StatsLive
Text1Ward23Mepham6Rodon4DaviesBooked at 49mins3N Williams15Ampadu16MorrellBooked at 38mins17Norrington-DaviesSubstituted forMooreat 62'minutesBooked at 65mins11Bale7BrooksSubstituted forRobertsat 88'minutes20James2Gunter5Lockyer8Sheehan9Roberts10Matondo12King13Moore14Roberts18Lawrence19Smith21Fon
Williams22Johnson23Randolph2Doherty4DuffyBooked at 85mins15Long20O'SheaSubstituted forO'Dowdaat 82'minutes22MolumbyBooked at 38minsSubstituted forHourihaneat 75'minutes10BradySubstituted forByrneat 82'minutes13HendrickBooked at 90mins8HorganSubstituted forKnightat 59'minutesBooked at 80mins9IdahSubstituted forCollinsat
75'minutes11McClean1Travers3Manning5Clark6Hourihane7O'Dowda12Christie14Byrne16Kelleher17Knight18Collins19Maguire21CurtisMatch ends, Wales 1, Republic of Ireland 0.Second Half ends, Wales 1, Republic of Ireland 0.Jeff Hendrick (Republic of Ireland) is shown a red card. Foul by Jeff Hendrick (Republic of Ireland). Tyler Roberts (Wales) won a
free kick in the attacking half. Corner, Republic of Ireland. Conceded joe morrell.attempt saved. Kieffer Moore (Wales) left-handed shot from midfield is saved in the middle of the goal. Assisted by Tyler Roberts.Kevin Long (Republic of Ireland) wins a free kick in the defensive half. Foul on Tyler Roberts (Wales). Foul by Jason Knight (Republic of Ireland).
Ethan Ampadu (Wales) won a free kick in the attacking half. An attempt to save. James Collins's (Republic of Ireland) header from midfield is saved in the middle of the goal. Assisted by Jack Byrne with a cross. Conor Hourihane (Republic of Ireland) wins a free kick in the defensive half. Foul by Daniel James (Wales). Substitutions, Wales. Tyler replaces
David Brooks.Attempt saved. James Collins (Republic of Ireland) right foot shot from behind the box is saved in the middle of the goal. Assisted by Jack Byrne.Shane Duffy (Republic of Ireland) is shown a yellow card for a bad foul. Foul on Shane Duffy (Republic of Ireland). Chris Mepham (Wales) wins a free kick in the defensive half. Corner, Republic of
Ireland. Conceded by Chris Mepham. Mepham.
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